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Good investing results require both good investments and good investors. In this article, we focus on the latter and address three important and prevalent bad habits that may hinder long-term investment performance: multi-year return chasing, under-diversification, and comfort seeking.1 Each is broad and manifests itself in various ways, so we provide examples and evidence related to each and summarize possible behavioral explanations. Of course, the habits can be partly overlapping, reinforcing each other.

For each bad habit there is a contrasting good practice, and we discuss these briefly in the hope that recognizing and addressing bad habits and biases such as these can improve investors’ (and investment managers’) long-term results. Please note that while we focus on end-investors, we have spent our careers also battling these same bad habits in ourselves—so our perspective is fully intended as commiseration and shared experience, not as lecturing.

BAD HABIT 1: CHASING MULTI-YEAR RETURNS

Procyclic investing is often cited as the premier bad habit, so it deserves the longest discussion.2 This research shows that many investors tend to buy multi-year winners and sell multi-year laggards—whether asset classes, strategy styles, single stocks, or funds. This is not surprising, as the human tendency to extrapolate is one of our strongest behavioral biases.

While multi-year return chasing has been shown to be harmful to portfolio performance, evidence suggests that chasing winners over the past few months may actually be profitable, as financial markets tend to exhibit momentum (continuation, persistence, trends) over multi-month horizons up to a year. Why the seemingly stark contrast? There is good evidence that financial markets tend to exhibit more mean reversion at multi-year horizons, as opposed to the shorter-term continuation patterns. Unfortunately, it is at this horizon that reallocation decisions tend to be made, too often making us momentum investors at reversal (multi-year) horizons—for instance, allocating more capital to a market segment that has been rising for several years, even when that market begins to change course.

Such procyclicality for institutional investors at three- to five-year horizons may reflect typical performance evaluation periods. Many investors understandably lack patience when facing years of underperformance, even if they are aware of the limited predictive ability in past performance and potentially high transition costs associated with firing and hiring. Academic advice to wait even longer, until statistically significant
evidence is available, is not realistic for many investors. What else can investors do? We admit that it is easier to identify the problem than to offer satisfactory solutions. While we propose some constructive answers to this quandary, we acknowledge that certainly even these are hard to implement. Three- to five-year evaluation periods would not be so prevalent if it were otherwise.

Interestingly, procyclical flows may reinforce market mis-valuations if they make rich things richer and cheap things cheaper. At worst, some investors may enter a market near its peak, despite exorbitant valuation levels, or capitulate near the bottom and miss the subsequent reversal.

Statistical evidence is often only of borderline significance, partly because there exist only a limited number of independent observations of multi-year reallocation decisions. Still, participants in boards and investment committees seem to agree that multi-year return chasing is a pervasive pattern. To be clear, while we document evidence that high investor flows statistically predict low future returns, as always, correlation need not imply causality (e.g., inflows making investments overcrowded and overpriced). Instead, the observed correlation could reflect other factors; for example, flows and returns might both be driven by previous years’ returns.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES AND EVIDENCE

Ill-Timed Investor Flows

The best-known indirect evidence of procyclical investing’s harmful effects comes from the gap between time-weighted investment returns and dollar-weighted investor returns. Numerous studies have shown that the average returns investors historically experience are lower than the average returns for their respective strategic investment allocations, because of investors’ ill-timed activity (net inflows after high returns and before low returns). Dichev [2007] shows that the dollar-weighted returns (internal rates of return) U.S. stock investors earned between 1926 and 2002 were 1.3% lower than the time-weighted (buy and hold) market returns of the NYSE/AMEX indices. The gap was an even wider 5.3% for NASDAQ investors (1973 to 2002), mainly due to the heavy inflows during the late-1990s tech bubble and bust.

Firms such as Dalbar and Morningstar update these results regularly and attract much attention in the financial press. These analyses are typically done at the aggregate market level, but similar patterns are shown for some individual stocks, industries, countries, and even the hedge fund industry (Dichev and Yu [2011]).

We prefer the more direct analysis of predicting investment returns with investor flows.

For this direct evidence, we present key results from some of the best-known academic studies, which indicate that large inflows predict low future returns. These examples cover retail and institutional flows as well as a selection of single stocks, asset classes, and fund managers.

Mutual Fund Flows

Frazzini and Lamont [2008] show that retail investor money has tended to flow into mutual funds that hold stocks with low subsequent returns. Specifically, the authors analyze mutual fund flows and single-stock returns between 1980 and 2003 using a flow indicator of the types of stocks owned by funds experiencing big inflows. They find that high-inflow stocks underperform low-inflow stocks over the next month by 0.85%. (Exhibit 1 shows the annualized gap of 10%, or $12 \times 0.85\%$, between low-quintile and high-quintile stocks when sorting the past three years’ flows.) The authors add that the main underperformance occurs six to thirty months after the inflow and that this evidence is related to the value effect and retail investors chasing past performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exhibit 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stocks in High-Inflow Mutual Funds Tend to Subsequently Underperform</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Graph showing annualized excess returns of stocks in low- and high-inflow mutual funds.](source: Frazzini and Lamont [2008].)
Institutional Investors’ Allocation Decisions

Stewart et al. [2009] analyze institutional plan sponsor allocation activity over time, based on the PSN database of institutional products from 1984 to 2007. They document that investment products receiving contributions subsequently underperform products experiencing withdrawals. The difference is statistically significant, although the gap shown in Exhibit 2 is relatively modest: about 1% per annum. The bar chart contrasts past-year flows and next-year returns, but similar patterns hold for returns over the next three to five years, as well as for various subcategories (domestic/international/global equities and bonds). The authors find that most of the post-flow underperformance is due to product (manager) selection rather than category (asset class) reallocation, but both contribute.

Firing and Hiring Decisions

Goyal and Wahal [2008] drill into U.S. pension plan sponsors’ timing when firing and hiring investment managers. Exhibit 3 shows that replacing managers has been clearly procyclic (no surprise there) and (more surprisingly) fired managers later tended to mildly outperform their hired replacements. This analysis uses two-year return windows before and after the event (412 paired fire/hire decisions between 1996 and 2003, an admittedly limited sample), but the patterns are similar with one- to three-year windows.

Contrasting Flow and Return Patterns

There is evidence that investors chase short-term returns as well as long-term returns. The former has presumably benefited them; the latter not. Ang et al. [2014] focus on this tension between multi-year procyclical investor flows and multi-year mean-reverting returns.

Ang et al. [2014] use annual data from CEM Benchmarking on evolving U.S. pension funds’ asset allocations between 1990 and 2011 to provide direct evidence on pension funds’ pro-cyclical tendencies. Exhibit 4 indicates that a positive return in one asset class (domestic or international stocks or bonds) results in an increase in target policy weights of that asset class, not just in the same and subsequent year but for several years (the solid bars are positive every year).

In contrast, financial market returns tend to exhibit clear momentum patterns over one year, but thereafter reversal patterns tend to dominate (the cross-hatch bars in Exhibit 4 are negative in years $t + 2$ and $t + 4$, suggesting that the continuing return-chasing allocations into the asset class in the previous year lost money). Exhibit 5 documents average autocorrelations for several asset classes over long histories; beyond the first year these tend to be negative or near zero. A comparison of Exhibits 4 and 5 suggests that pension funds in aggregate have not captured the shift from momentum to reversal tendencies in asset returns beyond the one-year horizon, but instead keep chasing returns over multi-year horizons.

This evidence is at the asset-class level; a large literature documents similar and perhaps stronger patterns within stock markets. Exhibit 6 shows evidence of multi-year reversals and one-year momentum in the
When sorting on one-year performance, the decile portfolios with high past-year returns subsequently outperform the decile portfolios with low past-year returns. When sorting on five-year performance (excluding the past year), we observe the opposite pattern. Cross-sectional one-year momentum and multi-year reversal patterns are also evident in other countries, as well as in cross-country returns in many asset classes. Ironically, yet to our point, many investors are able to withstand underperformance over one year, but draw the line at three to five years—just when such underperformance empirically predicts (mildly) higher future returns.

A rarely measured variant of this bad habit involves changes in acceptable investment universes or investable assets, as well as in benchmark or policy portfolios. Such changes are typically multi-year procyclical and are rarely compared with the counterfactual of not having made this decision.

Even an investor who claims to follow the ultimate passive buy-and-hold approach must decide which assets she deems investable. Almost always, newly qualifying for investability follows strong multi-year performance,
and losing investability follows severe losses. For instance, when did most investors extend their equity portfolios to include emerging markets or frontier markets, when did they extend their fixed-income portfolio to include high-yield bonds or structured products, and when did they decide to disinvest? The case of alternative asset classes is even clearer: real estate, infrastructure, timber, farmland, commodities, private equity, private credit, and hedge funds all became increasingly widely held after extended benign periods, and these decisions were often reconsidered if persistent losses followed.

**BEHAVIORAL EXPLANATIONS**

We believe any list of the behavioral biases that might explain multi-year procyclical investing surely starts with extrapolation, our millennia-old tendency to learn from patterns and expect their continuation. As research has shown, humans tend to apply our instinctive desire to extrapolate even in instances when no pattern exists to be successfully extrapolated. When applied in a complex world such as financial markets, extrapolation, while seemingly appealing, is particularly challenging. As noted earlier, research has demonstrated that some degree of return extrapolation is appropriate, given observed return continuation patterns within a year, yet extending it to multi-year horizons can be excessive. Procyclical actions are reinforced by various social effects—herding, conventionality, peer risk—and even by certain risk management rules, such as VaR-based position sizing, stop-loss triggers, and drawdown control.

**BAD HABIT 2: UNDER-DIVERSIFICATION**

Many investors underappreciate or underutilize the benefits of diversification in various ways. Although many value it, they may still have less diversity in their portfolios than they think. We believe the most serious diversification problems for institutional investors are home bias and excessive dependence on equity market direction.

**Security Concentration**

Individual investors often hold just a few stocks. Worse, their main holding may well be the company they work for (stock options are common, and employer stock is among the default choices for retirement saving). This compounds investment risk with employment risk, as Enron employees painfully learned. Fortunately, greater access to well-diversified mutual funds and better default choices in retirement saving have mitigated these problems. For founders and proprietors of individual firms, risk concentration can remain extreme for decades.

Institutional investors rarely concentrate their risks among a few single stocks, but they may fall prey to other forms of under-diversification.

**Home Bias**

For most investors, the weights of own-country assets in their portfolios exceed global market-cap weights. Exhibit 7 shows some estimates for select countries from 2010. Home bias has been declining over time but remains significant in every country and may be especially extreme in emerging economies. The 2013 Towers Watson Global Pension Assets Study finds that the share of domestic equities over total equities in pension asset allocations has fallen in a range of developed economies, on average, from 65% in 1998 to 47% in 2012; the corresponding figures for bonds are 88% and 83%. A few decades ago, capital controls ensured that home bias was even more pronounced than in 1998; thus, this is one bad habit that has corrected significantly over time.
**E X H I B I T 7**

Home Bias Is Prevalent: Own-Country Assets’ Weight in Investor Portfolios Exceeds Their Weight in Global Markets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percent Weight</th>
<th>Home Equity Weight</th>
<th>Home Bond Weight</th>
<th>And Its Weight in Global Market</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25%</td>
<td>U.K.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Risk allocations are calculated based on AQR volatility and correlation estimates. Sources: Callan, AQR.*

**E X H I B I T 8**

Risk Allocation of a Typical U.S. Corporate Pension Plan in 2013

- Risk Allocation (Capital Allocation)
  - Equities: 95% (53%)
  - Govt Bonds: 4% (30%)
  - Credit Bonds: 1% (10%)
  - Alternatives: 0% (7%)

*Note: Risk allocations are calculated based on AQR volatility and correlation estimates. Sources: Callan, AQR.*

**Excessive Equity-Directional Risk**

Many investors who consider themselves well diversified are arguably anything but. Most institutions allow their portfolios to be dominated by one source of risk: equity market direction. This might reflect the illusion of diversification; that is, you hold a large number of diverse assets, but the portfolio still has a single driving risk source. For example, 60/40 stock/bond portfolios generally have at least 90% risk concentration in equities, mainly because equities are more volatile than most other investments. Exhibit 8 shows the risk allocation for a typical U.S. corporate pension plan; the results are similar for public pension plans, endowments, and foundations. Even some supposedly diversifying return sources, such as alternative asset classes (private equity, hedge funds, and so on) or smart beta (long-only style tilts to market-cap portfolios), do not materially help, as they often are highly correlated with equities. In aggregate, all investors cannot avoid equity concentration, because the global all-asset market–cap portfolio is dominated by equity directional risk, but any particular investor can certainly choose to be better diversified.

**BEHAVIORAL EXPLANATIONS**

One broad explanation for under-diversification is “narrow framing,” in which investors focus on single line-items or narrow parts of the portfolio instead of viewing the portfolio as a whole, and thus they underappreciate the role of diversification. It is easier to delve into one attention-grabbing investment than into its interactions with the rest of the portfolio. Certainly, correlations are inherently a more complex concept than are expected returns or even volatilities.

Turning to more specific aspects of under-diversification, the need for familiarity and aversion to ambiguity may be the primary drivers of home bias and the preference for own–company stock. Another bias, overconfidence, is a key explanation for concentrated risks in single stocks and tactical timing bets.

Leverage aversion may be the most important explanation for equity–concentrated portfolios. Equity markets conveniently embed the leverage of companies that are partly debt-financed. Better risk-balanced portfolios may offer higher long-run Sharpe ratios than do risk-concentrated portfolios, but managers must use leverage to convert these to higher expected returns (these portfolios involve either better balancing returns across asset classes or introducing more long/short factors that are not correlated with equities). Many institutions prefer no leverage or embedded leverage to direct leverage, including making unlevered investments in a levered fund. Leverage aversion may of course be rational, not just because many institutions face binding leverage constraints but also because leverage involves serious risks and costs that must be carefully managed. [8]
There may be other institutional or agency reasons for under-diversification. Some examples include conventionality or peer considerations supporting traditional 60/40 portfolios, domestic liabilities discouraging international bond diversification, or the bandwidth limits of boards (or other owner’s representatives) to learn about many different asset classes and investment strategies.

BAD HABIT 3: SEEKING COMFORT

Some investors seek comfort when selecting investments, whether individual securities or asset classes, instead of judging them purely on risk/reward merits. Such familiar and convenient investments can be structurally overpriced and thus deliver lower long-term returns. Conversely, investors underutilize comfort-challenging tools (leverage, shorting, and derivatives) that could be used to improve risk diversification. In other words, staying in the comfort zone can imply leaving Sharpe ratio on the table.

Equity Risk

As described earlier, most portfolios are dominated by equity risk. We add that for many investors, the fact that their peers share this problem makes equity market risk more bearable. This may consequently make equity risk less rewarded in the long run than it would be if it were a less comfortable investment.

Growth/Glamor

It’s well known that value stocks tend to outperform growth/glamor stocks in the long run. (See the first pair of bars in Exhibit 9 for some empirical evidence.) The likely behavioral explanations are less understood. We believe the main reasons for value’s outperformance include investors’ excessive multi-year extrapolation of recent growth and the greater ease of holding popular story stocks than persistent losers. Academics have debated for decades how much value versus growth/glamor pricing reflects behavioral factors such as these, versus a rational premium for bearing risk; we believe both contribute.

Embedded Leverage

Many investors seem to overpay for embedded leverage to avoid direct leverage. Leverage aversion can explain the higher risk-adjusted returns of low-beta or low-volatility stocks. (See middle pair of bars in Exhibit 9). Similar patterns are documented for most countries and industries, as well as defensive cross-sectional strategies in other asset classes, option markets, and exchange-traded funds. It is also possible to identify from holdings data which investors are more leverage averse: retail investors and mutual funds have tended to favor stocks with betas greater than one, while private equity and Warren Buffett have preferred to lever up stocks with beta of less than one.

As noted earlier, we believe that direct leverage is a useful tool for achieving efficient risk diversification, and its risks can be manageable when leverage is combined with highly liquid assets (exchange-traded futures, for example) and plentiful free cash. In contrast, mixing leverage and illiquidity is a seriously bad habit, especially when illiquid assets are funded with short-term debt.
Lotteries and Insurance

Investors buy investments with a promise of large upside—assets like lottery tickets—but at the same time they buy protection against investments where the downside risk appears to loom large. Not surprisingly, both strategies (in financial markets as elsewhere) have delivered low long-run returns.10 Fear of left-tail risk drives many investors to overpay for crash protection, especially with a recent crash fresh in the memory, while the greed of right-tail riches also drives investors to overpay for the hope of a long-shot win. Upside risk is intuitively more comfortable to bear than downside risk, so it is not surprising if the latter is better rewarded.11

Smooth Returns

Many investors like and thus overpay for smooth returns, which may explain why historical illiquidity premia on private assets are slimmer than seems warranted. (In this case, it’s the appearance of smoothness that comes from an inability to get timely marking to market, not actual smoothness.) The last pair of bars in Exhibit 9 suggests that even among equities, the historical reward for illiquidity has been modest.

BEHAVIORAL EXPLANATIONS

In short, seeking comfort may come at a price if investors derive utility from and pay for investment characteristics other than their return and risk. Comfort-seekers’ possible non-standard preferences include liking lotteries, smooth returns, and peers’ conventional holdings, while disliking leverage, large left-tail risks, and any sources of headline risk. As discussed, certain cognitive errors may also contribute, such as multi-year extrapolation.

We would emphasize conventionality as a potentially costly provider of comfort. It is never fun to lose money, but it is even worse to be wrong and alone. Keynes warned long ago about the dangers of failing unconventionally. It is hard to imagine that conventionality would not influence market pricing and prospective rewards.

GOOD PRACTICES

Fortunately, each bad habit has a flip side: a good investment practice. (See Exhibit 10.) We now briefly summarize some ideas on good practices. We recognize that writing about good intentions can easily sound like preaching and ask readers to bear with us. Finally, we discuss the challenge of macro-consistency practices (not everyone can follow them without moving market prices), which applies to any investment advice that deviates from market-cap weights.

Invest Strategically

Investors should carefully consider their core investment beliefs. This means choosing what one believes in and trying to stick with it in a consistent, disciplined and patient manner. Accept risks for their rewards but try to recognize your risk tolerance before a breaking point. Be humble, especially when it comes to tactical asset allocation, which most often leads to a less diversified portfolio. Consider countercyclical rebalancing to strategic risk-based targets, as it helps fight against the tendency towards procyclic investing, or selling near bottoms and buying near peaks.

Turning specifically to the bad habit we discussed most extensively: if the use of three- to five-year performance is problematic for selecting strategies or managers, what else can investors do? Academics may argue for even longer evaluation periods, as three to five years rarely offer enough data to reach a statistically meaningful conclusion. Although this may be theoretically true, various institutional needs make it hard to implement in the real world. To realistically improve patience and to rely less on the return experience, investors need to spend even more time evaluating the merits of a strategy (or a manager) before investing and only select the ones in which they truly have faith. That is, investors should consider other decision criteria (e.g., people, philosophy, process) besides past performance and develop a fuller understanding of the reasonable range of outcomes. If the investment or manager then disappoints over a multi-year horizon, one could again return to examine those criteria in addition to return. For example, one can ask...
whether the environment changed in a way that would undermine the original investment thesis, whether the underperformance reflects changing relevant market valuations during the evaluation period, or whether the manager team changed. Examining correlations to risk factors or to other managers can help assess whether the manager behaved as expected or changed its approach. For investments intended as diversifiers, the matter of whether they provided the expected low correlations is especially relevant.

**Diversify Risks Aggressively**

The benefits of diversification form a well-known tenet of modern portfolio theory. Successful diversification requires that investors focus on the total portfolio and the possible relations between its various components, not just those components individually. This means avoiding undue risk concentrations, including equity-market direction. Similarly, we believe investors should embrace intelligent risks, including tools (leverage, shorting, and derivatives) that let them fully diversify, although mixing these with illiquid assets can be particularly dangerous. Altogether, these tools can meaningfully help diversify investors’ risk allocation (not just dollar allocation, which is an easier task and often a misleading measure of portfolio risk).

**Accept Discomfort If Paid to Do So**

This advice applies to both investment selection and portfolio construction tools. Here, investors should consider harvesting return sources with strong evidence of giving a systematic long-run edge, such as asset class premia and certain tried and true style premia, such as value and momentum. In doing so, it is important that investors require both pervasive empirical evidence (in sample and out of sample) and economic rationale (unifying explanations, whether risk-based or behavioral). Further, learn from academic research and market history, including one’s own and others’ mistakes. Lastly, dare to be unconventional, for example, applying tools that allow better risk diversification (see good practice #2).

While some of these good practices are uncontroversial, others are merely our experience-based opinions. We further acknowledge that all three bad habit/good practice pairs raise the question of macro-consistency: can everyone do it at the same time? All deviations from the global market-cap portfolio or buy and hold investing require that some investors take the other side of the trade. In some cases, our proposed good practices correct bad habits in a macro-consistent way; that is, to equilibrium investment practices that every investor could enjoy. However, in suggesting that investors adopt practices such as disciplined rebalancing (rather than following market weights between asset classes), proactive diversification (beyond the market portfolio dominated by equity risk), and leaving the comfort zone of conventional return sources, we often implicitly assume that some non-equilibrium returns are available to a subset of investors—not to everyone. Our suggested best practices are motivated in large part by empirical research, as discussed in this article. That is, we argue that systematic behavioral biases, together with limits of arbitrage, may allow certain bad habits to persist and influence market pricing, and thereby give rise to (limited and difficult) opportunities in taking the other side. Were a large fraction of investors to follow the good practices we endorse, this would move market pricing.

**CONCLUSION**

Replacing bad habits with good practices is certainly not easy. Habits are behavioral routines that tend to occur unconsciously and in many cases become institutionalized over time. We hope that the examples and evidence presented here help investors identify and mitigate some of these habits, as a step toward improving portfolio results over the long term.
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The three habits highlighted in this article are not the only ones that may harm performance. There is plenty of literature on other bad habits, such as those related to insufficient attention to costs and suboptimal governance arrangements.
For example, Ang and Kjaer [2011] wrote, “we describe the two biggest investment mistakes made by investors that cause them to forfeit their long-horizon advantage: procyclical investing and misalignments between asset owners and delegated managers.”

Two qualifiers are in order. First, the typical evidence does not reveal that certain investor groups gain at the expense of others (say, institutions earn from retail), because the data used are about aggregate cash distributions in the stock market. Instead, market returns and investor returns differ due to net issuance over time (aggregate net inflows must amount to net new issuance), which seems consistent with firms’ market timing ability as issuers. Second, Hayley [2012] stresses that the gap between time-weighted and dollar-weighted returns reflects two distinct effects: the correlation of investor cash flows with 1) future asset returns, and 2) past asset returns. Both correlations tend to alter the dollar-weighted return, but only the first affects investors’ expected wealth. The second generates a hindsight bias. Hayley shows that the latter has been empirically bigger, at least for U.S. equity markets. Dollar-weighted returns have been low because aggregate investment flows chased past returns, less because they predicted low future returns.

This evidence does leave us with the puzzle that, if both retail and institutional investors lose money with their ill-timed reallocation flows, who makes the gains? (This is sort of a flipside to the challenge “Who is on the other side?” that we pose to the many well-rewarded regularities we try to exploit.) A partial answer may be that issuing firms benefit (cf. Note 3), but anecdotally, firms were not great market timers when they implemented many share buybacks in 2007; few were in 2009, either. We do not have an answer, nor have we seen one in the literature, making this a research challenge for the future.

See Asness et al. [2013], among others.

Apart from extrapolation, a run of losses can trigger a visceral need to do something, even when statistical analysis suggests the poor performance may well have been a bad draw.

Peer risk can trigger peer chasing, buying whatever is popular among peer institutions. Even if you are not naturally a return chaser, if you face peer risk and peers chase returns, then you may follow suit. Such herding might be the worst kind, since collectively you and your peers might be big enough to push market prices away from fair values. Social influences on investing are discussed more generally in Shiller [2000], among others.

Israelov [2015] shows with the help of option data that most of the long-run equity premium in the S&P 500 comes from bearing downside risk. Also cross-sectional patterns of average stock returns appear consistent with investors paying for lottery-ticket characteristics (upsided risk). Stocks with the most positive skew, based on a regression model (Boyer et al. [2009]) or proxied by high single-day returns in the past month (Bali et al. [2011]), have offered much lower subsequent returns than the market has. Because stocks’ skewness characteristics are highly correlated with their volatilities, preference for lottery-like investments may also contribute to the evidence shown in the middle pair of bars in Exhibit 9. (Admittedly, our classification of bad habits is stretched here, as any preference for speculative stocks with lottery-like characteristics may be more naturally viewed as thrill-seeking than as comfort-seeking.)

See Sharpe [2010].
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